means of contracts. The Exchange constantly justification for the selection of an econometric monitors market developments, growing model of the Florida celery industry assuming conditions, and daily production of both Flora competitive market. ida and California celery. 4 side, the manager of the Exchange uses information on recent harvestings, sales, and inventory levels of member celery producers along Figure 1 is a simple graphic representation with projections of production, weather condiof the price-setting alternatives available to tions, and labor availability for the entire the Florida Exchange. The celery Exchange asweek. On the demand side, the manager elicits sumes the responsibility, on behalf of a number information from various sources concerning of producers, of determining the selling price of the number of new buyers in the market, a relatively homogeneous and perishable prodchanges in size and frequency of orders, as well uct. The Exchange sets non-negotiable product as information on current California market prices that can range within two limits. As a conditions. If unforeseen changes in Florida single selling agency, the Exchange may act as and California supplies or national demand a profit-maximizing monopolist and thus set a conditions occur, the Exchange has the option price consistent with equality between marginto alter prices more often within the week to acal revenue and marginal cost (price p 1 ). At the commodate these changes. The possibility of other limit, the Exchange may be constrained adjusting prices to rapidly changing condiby industry characteristics and external forces tions implies that the Exchange makes great to a price at which industry demand and indusefforts to achieve a market clearing price. try supply are equated (price P 2 ).
THE HYPOTHESIZED MODEL
A joint selling agency such as the Exchange may not necessarily act as a monopoly for sevWe propose that the price-setting process eral reasons. First, the agency's prices may be used by the Exchange nearly replicates the undercut by sales of nonaligned rivals in other operation of a competitive market. The distincregions. Second, the agency may be contive aspect of the operation of the Exchange is strained in the neighborhood of the perfectly that quantities supplied and demanded, rather competitive price if it faces buyers with than prices, adjust to produce a market equilsubstantial market power. These consideraibrium. Breimyer (p. 116) uses the term tions are relevant to the Florida celery industry. "supply-demand estimation pricing" for a One immediate consequence of the nearly price discovery mechanism whereby a farmers' competitive market assumption requires that organization estimates what price best fits the producers act individually and independently. current market situation.6 The concern here is Every producer receives a uniform price, rewith the degree of market control available to gardless of his level of output, and his level of the Exchange as it exercises its price-setting output is conditioned by current price. The inpowers. The following discussion provides the dividual producer therefore is a price taker -'Since the Florida Celery Marketing Order was established in 1965, it has effectively barred new members from entering the industry. Entry control is exercised through annual marketing allotments issued to individual producers, based on a combination of a Base Quantity (or maximum number of crates that each can market) and the total amount of celery that should be marketed during the current season. In recent years, however, no intraseasonal restrictions have been imposed on marketings (Rose, Shonkwiler) .
'The California celery markets has no institutions similar to the Florida Exchange. California celery production is divided among a few large integrated corporate firms and a large number of independent producers who market their crop through selling agents.
The implications of such a price discovery mechanism are that supply curves are relevant concepts in describing the market and that the set price actually acts to clear the market.
he faces a demand curve that is infinitely elasBesides including average weekly prices in tic (p, or P 2 ). A second consequence requires the supply equation, we add lagged celery prothat no single structural price-setting equation duction to capture partial production adjustexist. Rather, in a competitive market, price is ments, and introduce two dummy variables to determined solely through the interaction of represent poor growing conditions during 1973 supply and demand. We propose, in effect, that and 1976. To complete the specification, the inthe Exchange operates as an "invisible hand" fluence of seasonality in production is repreand achieves market clearing prices at nearly sented by a low order polynomial in time competitive levels.
within each season (Shonkwiler) . The resulting How well such efforts succeed in approxisupply equation is specified as: mating the weekly price patterns that would be likely under competitive equilibria is an empiri-
(1) Qt = f(APt, APt, Qt-, St, S2 D73, D76) cal question. To test whether prices adjust sufficiently during the week to maintain balance where between quantities supplied and demanded, a structural econometric model consistent with a Qt = Florida celery shipments in carcompetitive market is formulated to replicate loads during week t, the dynamic operation of the Florida celery Pt = average Florida celery price in market.
cents per 2-2/2 doz. carton,
MODEL SPECIFICATION S = weekly trend term for each season, second week in December is In this section an econometric model is 1 developed to represent the dynamic processes 2 = S squared of production and price adjustment within the D73, D76 = dummy variables having values Florida celery industry. The model is dynamic of one during 73 or 76 season in that current Florida conditions affect and zero otherwise. current and future levels of key variables; but because lagged California shipments and
The quantity of celery demanded by wholeprices enter the model, these variables must be sale and retail outlets is postulated to depend set at prespecified levels to analyze periods on the current Florida price, the amount of longer than a week. Thus, interpretation of previous California celery marketings, prices other than impact (i.e., single period) multiplireceived the previous Friday in California, and ers or elasticities must be conditioned on these seasonal or annual variations in demand. The features.
responsiveness of demand to short-run The relevant producer price to which Florida changes is generally constrained by the perishgrowers respond is, to some extent, given by able nature of the commodity. That is, the relathe Exchange. The celery price declared by the tively short interval between purchases and Exchange represents a parameter (rather than ultimate consumption limits adjustments to a variable) on which growers can base harvestprices. Also, demand for Florida celery is dising decisions. A relatively high current supply continuous because commercial marketings do price may induce accelerated or more thorough not begin until the late fall. Wholesalers and reharvesting of the celery crop, reductions of tailers therefore must make a decided changestocks, and thus larger marketings. Yet the over to the Florida product from alternative crop base is essentially fixed for periods of less sources (Mathis and Degner). Thus, lagged than three months, so a substantial limit to levels of demand may be important indicators supply response must be imposed over the of how rapidly wholesalers and retailers begin short-run. Our formulation of the supply equahandling Florida celery. The pace of the tion includes both current and lagged price changeover is probably conditioned by custom changes to account for the fact that the crop's and habit as well as other economic factors. perishability probably limits short-run This dynamic demand specification permits response to a one-or two-week period. Because the elasticity of demand for Florida celery to the supply model is dynamic, a number of increase over time as a result of adjustments to interactions are possible over time. For California marketings and demand substituexample, the occurrence of higher prices during tion. a particular week will result in supply inBecause Brooke and Jung found that creases that are manifested either through demand tended to erode toward the end of the stock reductions or through accelerated harmarketing year, monthly dummy variables are vesting. The result during the subsequent used to capture this presumed seasonality. In week is a supply reduction. percent reduction in demand. Demand does beTPrice determination during the weekly observation period is presumed to occur at the producer-shipper level. It is therefore not necessary to include consumer ' income, population, and prices of possible substitutes in the weekly demand function.
come less inelastic in the long run, as illustrated equilibrating the quantities supplied and dein Table 2 . Of course, these structural elasticimanded. This success is rather remarkable, beties represent only partial effects because for cause the manager uses no explicit econometperiods longer than a week there appears to be ric model in setting prices (Shonkwiler) . a strong relationship between the California A number of structural market characterisand Florida markets. In fact, a 10 percent intics for this industry, such as the limited crease in either the previous week's shipments number of producers, the control on prices or the Friday price in California will respectiveexercised by the Exchange, and the virtual ably reduce demand by 2.1 percent or increase desense of entry, could lead one to expect the abmand by 3.4 percent. This result confirms the sence of competitive market forces. The availimportance of the California celery market in able evidence, however, indicates that the overconstraining the price-setting activity of the all outcome of the Florida celery market closeFlorida Exchange.
ly approximates the results obtained under Some seasonal factors enter the demand competitive conditions. That is, the actual equation with high levels of significance. As market data conform rather well to the specifexpected, demand tapers off toward the end of ication adopted in our study, namely a model the season (May and June). Otherwise, there in which prices act to equilibrate supply and are no other a priori notions about the magnidemand over the period under consideration. It tudes of the monthly dummy variables; their is entirely possible that the effect of a single significance levels suggest little contribution selling agency -a seemingly monopolistic orto the equation. The dummy variable repreganization -is to produce, paradoxically, a senting the Christmas holiday shows how result apparently consistent with perfect demand drops from previous levels during that competition. period. Finally, the coefficient on the annual This striking result is corroborated by some trend variable is interpreted to show that, all additional evidence. Given the inelastic other factors held constant, demand for demand facing Florida celery producers, the Florida celery grows about 4 percent per year.
possibility of monopoly control on weekly Table 1 also permits the comparison of the prices by the Exchange has to be eliminated. It OLS estimates of the unrestricted reduced is a well known result of economic theory that form with the restricted reduced form parama monopolist will restrict output to operate on eter estimates derived from the structural the elastic portion of his demand curve. Finalmodel. The results in Table 1 indicate the inly, the Exchange may be constrained to a verse relationship between prices and quanticompetitive outcome in its pricing decisions as ties in the reduced form. By and large, the una result of increasing competition from Calirestricted and restricted reduced forms corresfornia growers. Not only has California's share pond closely with respect to coefficient signs in the winter celery market grown in recent and relative magnitudes. Notable exceptions years, but our empirical results also indicate are the coefficients on QCt_ 1 in both the quanthat pricing decisions by the Exchange are tity and price equations. Essentially, the restrongly influenced by changes in previous stricted reduced form discounts the imCalifornia sales. portance of lagged California shipments to
The Florida Celery Exchange's contribution Florida shipments and shifts this effect to the to the provision of market information and Florida price variable. The effect of the weekly price stability should be considered as well. In polynomial in time is much greater in the dethe absence of a marketing institution such as rived reduced form because this seasonality is the Exchange, the presence of only a few selmore systematically introduced. Also, the lers in the market with different amounts of dummy variable for the Christmas holiday, information concerning market conditions may DH, reflects a depressing effect on both shiplead to oligopolistic interdependence and ments and prices in the structural model's various forms of noncompetitive equilibria. reduced form.
The resulting market uncertainty may generate price wars and nonprice competition MARKET IMPLICATIONS and lead to a misallocation of resources and AND CONCLUSIONS price instability (Wu) . Certainly in a market with homogeneous, The institutional description of the Experishable commodity such as celery, instabilchange's price-setting procedures suggests a ity seems more likely to occur in the absence of "supply-demand estimation" price discovery an institution such as the Exchange. And the mechanism. Indeed, the fact that the competicost of stability may be prices that are not tive specification of our econometric model much above the competitive norm. Wu (p. 70) provides a good description of actual market states, "I suggest that while stable prices are behavior attests to the success of the pricefound in conjunction with monopoly power, setting scheme employed by the Exchange in stable price itself does not necessarily lead to inefficient allocation of resources." The results system that probably yields stable prices at of our empirical analysis indicate that the close to short-run competitive levels and subFlorida Celery Exchange provides a valuable stantially reduces buyers' search costs. information collection and interpretation
